Holiday @ Green Hills
07 Days/06 Nights

Holiday in the cool green highlands of Sri Lanka and revel in the breathtaking beauty of its mountains, ravines, rivers and waterfalls. Delight in a variety of fresh fruits and vegetables from both
tropical and temperate zones and enjoy the freshest of specially blended tea among the hills on
which it is grown.

Destinations coveredArrival-Pinnawela–Kandy-Bandarawela-Nuwaraeliya – Colombo.

Day 01
Arrival Arrive at Bandaranaiyake International Airport and be met and greeted by our representative whose pleasure is to ensure your comfort and satisfaction. Transfer in an air-conditioned
vehicle to the hill capital Kandy to relax and recover from your journey at one of its world class
hotels.

Day 2
After breakfast begin an unforgettable tour with one of our tour guides who speaks your own
language

Kandy – Hill Capitol 129 Km away from Colombo and 465 metres above sea level, is Kandy, the

charming hill capital and cultural centre of the island. Nestling amidst low hills, and looped by Sri
Lanka’s longest river, the Mahaweli, Kandy is still home to the arts and crafts, and the music,
dance and song which flourished under the patronage of the Kandyan kings. The city, which was
born in the 14th century and which became the capital of the Kandyan kingdom in the 16th
century, is a now World Heritage Site that boasts many attractions for the discerning traveler.
These include a 16th century palace complex which is home to the Temple of the Sacred Tooth
Relic and which encompasses the Kandy Lake and the queens’ summer pavilion; one of the
finest botanical gardens in the world; Sri Lanka’s foremost university and an annual pageant of
great religious and cultural significance and immense splendor.

Pinnawela - After Kandy City Visit the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, where you can view the

feeding of elephants, which takes place daily. The highlight of this event is to observe feeding of
baby elephants using Milk bottles. (All these events can be photographed) After feeding of the
elephants they will be taken by foot to nearby river for their daily bath. Afternoon a Romantic and
Wonderful Experience at Peradeniya botanical Garden Visit.

Pradeniya Botanical Garden -This visit to this garden will provide spectacles at extraordinary
beauty and absorbing interest for any nature lover and casual visitor. 68 miles off-Colombo, 4
miles off Kandy

this garden dates from 14th century reign of king Vikrama Bahu III. Peradeniya is well know for it’s
large variety of plants ornaments, useful machine and other creepers that produce the special
spices at Sri Lanka. The great lawns highlight huge tropical trees and variety at bamboo can be
found in one place. Over Night stay at Hotel in Kandy.

Day 3
Bandarawela After breakfast travel up to Bandarawela Hills. Bandarawela is a busy market

town at an elevation of 1230m and is said to have one of the healthiest climates in the world.
Some of the best and most ‘flavoured teas’ come from this area and the best pears and strawberries are grown here taking advantage of its mild, dry climate. Bandarawela is an ideal base for
excursions to the Horton Plains, the Adisham Monastery, the tea plantations, the Udawalawe
Wildlife Sanctuary and the Hakgala Botanical Gardens. It also affords easy access to some of the
country’s most spectacular waterfall with magical names such as Diyaluma (add translation),
Dunhinde (add translation), Laxapahana (a thousand lamps) and the Bridal Falls. Bandarawela is
an ideal base for excursions to Horton Plains, Adisham Monastery, the tea plantations, nearby
waterfalls, Over Night Stay at Hotel in Bandarawela.

Day 4
Nuwaraeliya Green Hills

Blessed with a salubrious climate and breathtaking views of valleys, meadows, mountains and
manicured tea plantations, it is hard to imagine that Nuwara Eliya is only 180 Km from hot and
humid Colombo. Nuwara Eliya (the City of Lights), also known as ‘Little’ England’, was the favorite
hill station of the British Raj who turned this small hill country town into a typical English village.
Put your time in Nuwara Eliya to good use – visit a tea plantation, fish for trout, explore the
surrounding hills, play a game of golf, wander through the park, shop for country-made woolens,
or just relax over a cup of high grown tea and cakes on the lawn of one of the oldest and most
prestigious hotels in the island

Day 5
Horton Plains
Horton Plains is a National Park and the highest plateau in the island consisting of grassland
interspersed with patches of forest, with some unusual high altitude vegetation. The Plains are a
beautiful, silent, strange world with some excellent walks. The most stunning place is the ‘World’s
End’, where the southern Horton Plains suddenly ends, and drops off to nearly 700 Meters, which

is an awesome sight indeed. This is a favorite place for trekkers, as there are plenty of soft and
hard trails, Over Night stay at Hotel in Nuwara Eliya

Day-06
Colombo business Hub - After breakfast leave for Colombo, the country’s capital and enjoy a

day of leisure, exploring the city, seeing the sights find shopping for those last minute gifts to take
back home.

Day 7
Departure After breakfast meet with our representatives to give us your feed back about the tour
and your suggestions for our future growth . Depart in good time for the airport and for your next
destination, refreshed and relaxed after a week in the cool green hills of pearl island.

Package Includes
* Accommodations Twin sharing basis
* Meals on half Bed and Breakfast basis
* Air-conditioned private transport
* Multi Lingual Chauffer Guide

Package Excludes
* Visas
* Optional tours and activities
* Flights
* Airport taxes
* Camera & Video permits at Cultural sights
* All expenses of personal nature
* Tips and Portrage
* All entrance fees

Notes
1. Quote is subject to availability and price fluctuations prior to booking.
2. All drive times are approximate and are subject to change
3. All reservations subject to availability at time of booking
4. The standard check out time in Sri Lanka is 12 noon

